ROLLER WRAPPING TAPES

We supply the industry since 2004, MIXURI is one the main suppliers of technical adhesive tapes in Italy
and it offers a unique "know-how" to their customers.
MIXURI relies on the technical excellence of its team to provide effective adhesive solutions to the increasingly complex market demands.

SOME KEY FIGURES
 100% family business
 Over 30% of production is exported
 Revenues in constant and sustainable increase
 International presence through local partners

OUR MARKETS

Industry
Graphic & Print
Cardboard
Manufacturers
Paper Industry
Transport & Logistic

OUR CAPABILITIES AND STRENGTHS
 Close relationships to better understand customer needs
 R&D are focused on the needs of the target markets
 Cutting-edge production technology
 A financially-stable partner for a long-term cooperation

MIXURI spend itself daily providing reliable and sustainable solutions and integrating the latest innovations in terms of adhesive, materials and thecnologies to attempt meeting the increasing demands of the
market in its many faces. This is the reason why MIXURI has developed a range of specific products to
coat cylinders and rollers in the rotative machines.

GRIPTAPE RANGE - ROLLER WRAPPING TAPE
Item 9771000. It is an adhesive tape made by cork and rubber. It increases friction and protects the
surfaces of the materials being processed. The tape has a thickness of 1.6 mm and is 50 mm wide.
We are able to supply up to 100m length without interrumpions on tape, no joints. This permit to user
to save money becouse it reduces the waste material.

Item 8071000. It is an adhesive tape with silicone embossed surface. It increases greatly the roller
surface friction (grip), protects the surfaces of the materials being processed and prevents glues, inks
and the like from sticking to the cylinder. The tape has a thickness of 0.6 mm, it is 50 mm wide and
25 m long.

Item 3833900. It is a reinforced polypropylene adhesive tape. It is used to keep still the roller wrapping tape on the cylinder. It is applyed on the both cylinder ends after it is covered with the GripTape
tapes (9771000 or 8071000). The tape is 19 mm wide and 50 m long.

KEY FEATURES OF TAPES
 They are developed especially for rollers wrapping
 They are designed to achieve better roller rotation, protect surfaces and prevent the accumulation of

glues, inks and sticky substances
 They reduce the formation of folds
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